Fright Fest
What is Fright Night?
Fright night is an event our high school has done for many years, around Halloween and has been very
successful. We show a movie and we have a haunted hallway that people participate in and enter… at
their own risk**

Setting up the haunted hallway
To set up a haunted hallway you want to make it scary! Some things you can use,
● A dark hallway
● Crazy decorations (spider web, fake body parts, etc.)
● Smoke machine
● Crazy lights
● Actors to help scare people!

Actors/ Actresses
We made an announcement at our student government meeting for people who would be interested in
scaring others in the hallway. They had to report a few hours earlier to help set up and get into character,
using makeup, and all black clothes.

Staying Safe!
For making sure this was a safe but yet fun event for our school we had some rules in the hallway. The
people participating as actors were not allowed to touch those walking through. Those walking through
could not run, touch people, or decorations.

The Movie...
The movie had to be pg 13 in order to be shown on screen. One of the members in the student government
was put in charge to search for the scary but appropriate movie selection After searching, the titles and
their summaries were listed down .Then, a vote was put in place. The movie with the most votes would be
chosen to premiere during the event. (in this case it was “the boy”)

Results may vary …
If you work hard and make an effort to give your school a fun but scary experience you can have this be
very successful. The Bayonne High School Student Government had more than a hundred people attend
the event. Which was way more than anticipated. We were able to raise $555 through the sold tickets,
snacks and beverages. So get to it!!

